
Summary of Data

Are there particular places along St John's Road where you think lighting is a problem? If yes, please describe where they are
Common answers:
Top, middle and bottom, and too long gaps between lights. In short, everywhere!

Are there any other roads in the vicinity of St John's Road that you think need better street lighting? If yes, which?
Common answers:
Whatley Road (10 votes)
Chantry Road (3 votes)
Aplsey Road, Beaufort Road (2 votes each)

(+2 more votes for 'Completely
insufficient' by email = 60%)

Address data available in
'Form responses 1'





Do you have any impairments to your sight, mobility or anything else that makes street lighting particularly important to you? If you feel that your age is relevant, please add this here too.
No' , 'No but' or Blank (inferred no)
Yes (including some citing just age)
Correlation of impairment to their opinion of lighting level?

Other comments not given elsewhere
Too few lights for too many trees causes the problems with dark areas caused by the shadow of the trees from the light. (Several comments)
Uneven pavement (incl tree roots) is also a factor. (Several comments) [could this be repaired at same time? Not tree roots obv but other unevenness?]
The light outside 10 Whately Road has been out for several weeks. (Several comments) [Get this repaired now? Can existing council budget can cover this?]
Is this something that could attract local resident voluntary contributions?
Any lighting should be minimal to prevent excessive light pollution and adverse effects on nocturnal wildlife (and 3 similar comments from the 4 people who didn't think extra lighting needed)

Are there particular places along St John's Road where you think lighting is a problem? If yes, please describe where they are

Are there any other roads in the vicinity of St John's Road that you think need better street lighting? If yes, which?

(+2 more votes for 'Completely
insufficient' by email = 60%)





32 71%
13 29%

Do you have any impairments to your sight, mobility or anything else that makes street lighting particularly important to you? If you feel that your age is relevant, please add this here too.

Correlation of impairment to their opinion of lighting level?

Too few lights for too many trees causes the problems with dark areas caused by the shadow of the trees from the light. (Several comments)
Uneven pavement (incl tree roots) is also a factor. (Several comments) [could this be repaired at same time? Not tree roots obv but other unevenness?]
The light outside 10 Whately Road has been out for several weeks. (Several comments) [Get this repaired now? Can existing council budget can cover this?]
Is this something that could attract local resident voluntary contributions?
Any lighting should be minimal to prevent excessive light pollution and adverse effects on nocturnal wildlife (and 3 similar comments from the 4 people who didn't think extra lighting needed)





Do you have any impairments to your sight, mobility or anything else that makes street lighting particularly important to you? If you feel that your age is relevant, please add this here too.

The light outside 10 Whately Road has been out for several weeks. (Several comments) [Get this repaired now? Can existing council budget can cover this?]

Any lighting should be minimal to prevent excessive light pollution and adverse effects on nocturnal wildlife (and 3 similar comments from the 4 people who didn't think extra lighting needed)


